MAKING PARTIES AND
EVENTS A GREAT SUCCESS
WHATEVER THE WEATHER

MARQUEES FOR PARTIES,
SHOWS AND EVENTS
FOR HIRE AND FOR SALE

The 9x9m Fusion - A New Generation of Clearspan Marquee

Speed, strength, safety and simplicity – with extra width!
Marquees have long been the ideal solution for temporary outdoor cover. Nowadays new
materials make them more affordable, easily transportable and quick and easy to erect
FUNCTIONALITY
Dreamed up to fill the mid-range gap in commercial marquees in the event industry, The Fusion
takes key attributes from both the entry-level Party-Tent and from high-end modular marquees, to
become the best-selling 9m marquee in Britain today!
The Fusion can be located on most surfaces including tarmac, concrete and grass. The lightweight
frame makes it quick, simple and safe to erect, with no special skills or tools required. 3-4 people
can do it!

FEATURES
The Fusion marquee is 9m wide! Perfect for weddings, markets and other large gatherings
The side-walls are made up of linked 3m bays with each bay having its own ‘Dutch-laced’ side
panel, which can be detached to create an opening anywhere around the marquee. Each wall
incorporates large Georgian style windows with roll-down blinds. The vertical side walls mean it can
stand close to adjoining buildings to maximise floor space as required.



Frames: high-grade aluminium extrusions provide strength whilst minimising weight

 Frame: Hard pressed extruded aluminium 6061/T6 ; Main Pole size: 60x46x2.5mm
 Canopy 650gsm blackout PVC-coated polyester. Flame retardant to DIN 4102 B1, M2
 Georgian style window panels - 650gsm translucent PVC, with roll-down blinds
 Side height: 2.2m ; Apex height: 3.35m ; Bay distance: 3m
 Designed to pack down to fit on an over-sized pallet
 Easily transportable with lower transport costs
 End panel options for wide or narrow doorways



No need for centre supports or guy ropes

 Max Wind Speed 55 km/h ; Weight: 398 kg
 Full instructions and care manual

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Sidewall pegs - recommended quantity: 82 for the 9x9m base unit
3m Add-on bay ; Ground bars ; Commercial Flat Lining ; Anchor Pegs ; Erection Tools

PRICES (2017)
9x9m = £3,600 ; 3m Add-on bays = £995 each ; 9x18m = £6,500
Base-bars = £220 + £36/add-on ; Anchor pegs = £19/pair ; Delivery: Free
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